Competitive methods for multi-label data typically invest in learning labels together. To do so in a beneficial way, analysis of label dependence is often seen as a fundamental step, separate and prior to constructing a classifier. Some methods invest up to hundreds of times more computational effort in building dependency models, than training the final classifier itself. We extend some recent discussion in the literature and provide a deeper analysis, namely, developing the view that label dependence is often introduced by an inadequate base classifier, rather than being inherent to the data or underlying concept; showing how even an exhaustive analysis of label dependence may not lead to an optimal classification structure. Viewing labels as additional features (a transformation of the input), we create neural-network inspired novel methods that remove the emphasis of a prior dependency structure. Our methods take an important advantage particular to multilabel data: they leverage labels to create effective units in middle layers, rather than learning these units from scratch in an unsupervised fashion with gradient-based methods. Results are promising. The methods we propose perform competitively, and also have very important qualities of scalability.
Introduction
Multi-label classification (MLC) is the supervised learning problem where an instance is associated with multiple binary class variables (i.e., labels), rather than with a single class, as in traditional classification problems. The typical argument is that, since these labels are often strongly correlated, modeling the dependencies between them allows MLC methods to obtain higher performance than if labels were modelled independently.
As in general classification scenarios, an n-th feature vector (instance) can be represented as x (n) = [x (n) 1 , . . . , x (n) D ], where each x d ∈ R. In the traditional binary classification task, we are interested in having a model h to provide a prediction for test instancesx, i.e., y = h(x); where h, probabilistically speaking, seeks the expectation E[y|x] of unknown p(y|x). In MLC, there are L binary output class variables (labels), and we are interested where y j = 1 indicates the relevance of the j-th label; j = 1, . . . , L. From N labelled examples (training data) D = {(x (n) , y (n) )} N n=1 , we infer h. Tab. 1 summarizes the main notation. Training data set, n = 1, . . . , N y = h(x)
predicted label vector given test instance w j = [w 1 , . . . , w D ] model parameters/weights for jth binary model y j = h j (x) individual binary classification for the j-th label z = [z 1 , . . . , z H ] H-dimensional vector of hidden variables, z ∈ {0, 1} H A most basic and probably most well known solution is to train L binary models, one for each label. This method is called binary relevance (BR); illustrated graphically in Fig. 1a . BR classifies anx individually for each of the L labels, as h BR (x) := [h 1 (x), . . . , h L (x)].
Practically the entirety of the multi-label literature points out that the independence assumption among the labels leads to suboptimal performance (e.g., Godbole and Sarawagi (2004) ; Cheng and Hüllermeier (2009) ; Read et al. ( , 2011 and references therein), and that for this reason BR cannot achieve optimal performance. A plethora of methods have been motivated by a perceived need to modelling this dependence and thus improve over BR.
Several approaches try to 'fix', or regularize BR. For example, Meta-BR (MBR, also known variously in the literature as 'stacked-BR' and '2BR') Godbole and Sarawagi (2004) ; Cheng and Hüllermeier (2009) stacks the output of one BR as input into a second (meta) BR, optionally with a skip layer 1 , so as to learn to correct the errors of the first model.
A related approach uses subset mapping, such as employed by Schapire and Singer (1999) , to automatically map infrequent label vector predictions to a more frequent ones. Typically, frequent label vectors are considered as those found in the training set. BR's output label vector can be mapped to one of these existing vectors, with some penalty function typically rewarding small Hamming distance and high frequency in the training set. This is one approach in the family of error-correcting output code methods (Ghani (2000) ) and, like MBR, can be seen as a regularizer; attempting to correct an initial classification based on meta knowledge such as label co-occurrence frequencies.
Rather than 'correcting' classifications, several families of methods attempt to learn and classify the labels together. The label powerset method (LP, see (Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007) ) is one such family, where each label vector as a single class value in a multi-class problem. The vector chosen as the 'class label' is trivially decoded (deterministically) into separate label relevances (i.e., [ŷ 1 , . . . ,ŷ L ] =ŷ = h LP (x), whereŷ is -for example -one of the label vectors observed in the training set).
Another of these is the family of methods based on classifier chains (CC, Read et al. (2011) ), illustrated in Fig. 1b . A classifier chain models is related to BR, but uses binary label predictions as extra input attributes for the following classifier, cascaded along a chain. Like LP therefore, it models labels and inputs together, rather than correcting labels as a separate step. In the original formulation with greedy inference,
CC variants have consistently performed strongly in the literature and there have been numerous extensions, variations and analyses in the last few years, e.g., Dembczyński et al. (2010) ; Zaragoza et al. (2011); ; Kumar et al. (2012) ; . However, the reasons for its high performance are only recently being unravelled. In this paper, we throw new light on the subject.
Two focus points for improvement of CC have been the inference, and the order of the labels in the chain. Originally, Read et al. (2011) suggested an ensemble of randomlyordered chains (ECC) with voting, whereas two recent high-performing CC methods (Kumar et al., 2012; , use beam and Monte Carlo search, respectively to obtain one well-ordered chain. These methods analyse up to hundreds of potential chain configurations.
Likewise many LP-based methods have been proposed (Tsoumakas et al. (2011 (Tsoumakas et al. ( , 2008 ) are two of the most well-known), mainly focussing on different subsets of the label space. The purpose of using subsets is mainly for tractability, but certain subsets will lead to better performance than others, much in the way that different chain orders and linkages will lead to better performance of CC. In both methods, modelling label dependence has been a key focus for many methods.
This paper is based on our earlier work of (Read and Hollmén, 2014) , in which we discuss modelling label dependence with respect to classifier chains. The main points argued were: 1) the best label order CC is impossible to obtain from analysis of observational data only;
and 2) the high performance of classifier chains is due to leveraging earlier labels in the chain as additional feature attributes, much like basis functions or deep learning approaches -contrasting with other methods like MBR and SM which provide only a regularization. This extended earlier discussion by ; on the role of label dependence on the performance of classifier chains and multi-label classification in general.
In this manuscript we more thoroughly elaborate and formalize the earlier arguments, and provide theoretical backing to the respective claims. Building on this, we create novel methods. These methods draw inspiration from deep learning and neural network methods in the sense of having a hidden layer representation but have the particular advantage that they do not need gradient based learners to learn the hidden nodes. The first method uses synthetic labels to allow reliable performance of a classifier chain without any effort invested in chain ordering (contrasting with earlier methods that invest much computational power into this step). This method can be extended with a second layer of BR; combining the advantages of BR (independent outputs), MBR (regularization) and CC (modelling labels together). The other method we develop is additionally inspired by modern methods of the LP family: it uses label transformations, in addition to input-attribute transformations, to act as nodes in inner layers of a layered network. As the second variation, it ensures greater independence among final layer labels, meaning that the top-layer chain is no longer necessary at all (with important implications for practical deployments). These methods show strong performance on multi-label datasets, and they also provide a strong base for promising future work along the same line.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review and expand the discussion of the role of label dependence in multi-label classification. In Section 3 we lean on theory from probabilistic graphical models and deep learning to derive a top performing multi-label classifier where output nodes are unconnected (as in BR), demonstrating the equivalence of such a classifier with an optimally-structured classifier based on label dependence. In Section 4 we present our novel methods, and discuss additional related work in Section 5. In Section 6 we conduct and discuss results of an empirical evaluation of our proposed methods against related and competitive methods from the literature; and finally, in Section 7 we summarize and draw conclusions.
The Role of Label Dependence in Multi-label Classification
Throughout the multi-label literature the binary relevance method (BR) has been cast out of serious consideration on account of assuming independence among target variables. A lot of empirical evidence has been provided indicating that this method can indeed be outperformed by several, or even tens of percentage points on standard multi-label datasets.
The main feature of BR that sets it aside from more advanced methods is its assumption of label dependence. Literally hundreds of papers on multi-label classification have been published over recent years presenting new variations of modelling label dependence, and showing that a proposed method improves over BR. The underlying idea is that a method that models label dependence will lead to a higher-performing structure. For example, if two labels occur together frequently, rarely, or not at all -this should be implicitly or explicitly modelled. The literature has focussed both marginal dependence (frequency of co-occurrence among labels y 1 , . . . , y L ) and conditional dependence (after conditioning on, i.e., taking into account, the input -x). Since modelling complete dependence is intractable for most datasets, many approaches have focussed on pairwise marginal dependence ( (Zaragoza et al., 2011) is one example), and/or employ an ensemble to compensate for an incomplete model of conditional dependence (Tenenboim et al., 2010; . Modelling conditional dependence is particularly intensive, as it inherently involves training classifiers. Zhang and Zhang (2010) developed a method that only needs to train binary models internally and then use the errors of these model the dependence, as an approximation of measuring conditional dependence for each pair of labels (which entails training L(L − 1)/2 classifiers).
Among the methods put forth in the literature, all report results higher than BR. Scalability varies from intractable on anything but the smallest datasets, to much faster than BR itself. However, in most cases the difference between the performance of models is negligible over a large range of datasets. Many methods are attractive for reasons of interpretation or reduced running time, but many of the top recent methods claiming to leverage label dependence in a particular way will invariably not outperform each other by any significant margin (overall, over a reasonable number of datasets). A good large-scale evaluation is given in Madjarov et al. (2012) , showing that LP and CC-based methods, and random forest ensembles, were among the most competitive algorithms.
As improvements of prediction on standard multi-label datasets has begun to reach a plateau, several authors have begun questioning the implied logic behind developments over the past years: namely, that if the ground-truth label dependence could be known and modelled, multi-label predictive performance would be optimal (given a fixed base classifier); and therefore as more technique and computational effort is invested into modelling label dependence (narrowing the gap to the ground truth), the lead of new methods over BR and other predecessors will widen. Already make the case that it should be possible make risk-minimizing predictions without any particular effort to detect or model label dependence; which we followed up and expanded on in Read and Hollmén (2014) . This seems to throw into doubt the bulk of the contributions to the multi-label literature. In a more empirical take, Read et al. (2011); ponder if BR has been underrated and could equal advance methods' performance with enough training data (under the implication that the big data era will render label-dependence irrelevant). In other words, that modelling label dependence is a compensation of lack of training data, and one could assume that given infinite data, two separate binary models on labels y j and y k could achieve as good performance as one that models them together (again, assuming the same base classifier).
To illustrate in practical terms, if we take two labels from the commonly-used Scene dataset (say, beach and urban): the assumption that label dependence is key to optimal multi-label accuracy, is analogous to assuming that an expert (human or otherwise) trained for visually recognising urban environments is more likely to classify an image correctly after knowing if a peer believes the same image contains a beach or not.
In (Read and Hollmén, 2014) we explained how modelling dependence only helps when a base classifier behind one or more labels is inadequate. This depends, of course, on the base classifier, and crucially, it means that there is no guarantee that an ideal structure based on label dependence can be found at all given any amount of training data. That Figure 2 : With a linear base learner, and non-noisy data x i ∈ {0, 1} 2 , y i ∈ {0, 1} 3 , model 2a and 2b perform equally poorly (50% under an exact match measure), whereas 2c performs perfectly in the same scenario. A human expert knows that there is no conditional dependence between xor and or (they are independent of each other given x): this dependence is introduced by using an inadequate (linear) base learner, but even detecting or assuming this dependence will not necessarily lead to an improvement. is to say: the structure is likelihood equivalent, and changing the base classifier will change the ideal structure. Fig. 2 illustrates the dilemma with a toy example. The only possible guaranteed method to overcome this is if all possible models of dependence (of factorial complexity) can be trained with the same classifier that will be used for evaluation (implying at least one internal train-test split for each model). Some methods, such as that of ), indeed sample this space of dependence models, but a full search thereof is limited to only the tiniest datasets.
In summary, we take the view that BR can perform as well as any other method if there is no dependence among the outputs given (conditioned on) the inputs. However, we can add, and strongly emphasise, that this is not the same as saying that BR should perform as well as other methods if there is no dependence detected. Due to noisy data or an insufficient model, dependence may missed or even introduced. If a multi-label method outperforms BR (under the same base classifier), then we can say that it is using label dependence to compensate for an inadequacy in its base classifiers. In the following section, we use techniques inspired from deep learning to remove the dependence among the labels (top-layer outputs), and thus provide a BR layer theoretically as powerful as any other model could manage with dependence among the outputs in this top layer.
Obtaining a State-of-the-Art Binary Relevance Classifier
In (Read and Hollmén, 2014) we explained that classifier chains (CC) obtains its performance advantage by using early labels in the chain as a feature-projection for later labels (in order to compensate for the dependence introduced by inadequate base learners 2 ). Similar conclusions have been separately provided with respect to the label powerset method (LP) by : namely, that predictive power comes as a result of working in a higher space. As mentioned above, CC and LP represent most of the popular approaches in the multi-label literature, and lie behind many advanced methods.
2. They may be inadequate for any number of reasons. We have exemplified the case of non-linearity, but using a non-linear base learner does not guarantee that the non-linearity is correctly modelled It is clear that approaches to multi-label learning based on these methods have had considerable success in the multi-label literature, providing state-of-the-part performance and many options for scalability. Examples include (Tsoumakas et al., 2011 (Tsoumakas et al., , 2008 Dembczyński et al., 2010; Read et al., 2011) . Nevertheless, they have many disadvantages: special considerations are necessary to scale up to large numbers of labels, neither are naturally flexibly enough to allow for the addition and removal of labels over time, and they cannot provide a truly parallelized implementation 3 . Both the label powerset and classifier chains problem transformations have proved difficult to apply to an incremental scenarios such as data streams (Read et al., 2012) : LP on account of an ever increasing number of classes, and CC on account of overfitting. To create a scalable LP-based learner requires serious forethought with regard to subset division and/or pruning. CC is relatively fast 'out-of-the-box' via greedy inference on the chain, but at the cost of error-propagation. Additionally, the huge selection of methods and parameterizations thereof under each method family can be daunting to practitioners, increasing the temptation to go with the 'default' option of BR and build one separate model for each label.
Therefore the basic binary relevance approach, with no inter-linkage among outputs, remains an attractive option. In the following, we show that for any dataset, an optimal BR classifier can be obtained.
Removing Label Dependence with Hidden Units
Proposition 1 If, with classifier h 2 , we can estimate E(Y 2 |Y 1 , X) to a certain degree of accuracy under some evaluation measure, then there also can exist a classifier h 2 with which it is also possible to estimate E(Y 2 |X) with at least the same accuracy under the same measure.
In the following we derive such a classifier in all possible scenarios. For the purposes of illustration, and without lacking generality, we assume a scenario with input X, and two labels, Y 1 and Y 2 . For the sake of a toy example, we can imagine that X represents some kind of document, and Y 1 and Y 2 represent the relevance (or not) of two subject categories for it. We can imagine that latent variable Z represents the unobservable current events which may affect both the composition of X and the decisions for labelling it.
Various scenarios are shown graphically in Fig. 3 . To summarize,
Let us first safely ignore the case where all input and label variables are randomly generated from completely independent distributions (P (X, Y 1 , Y 2 ) = P (X)P (Y 1 )P (Y 2 )), since this provides no interest from a learning point of view.
With this case aside, the most basic case is that of conditional independence, illustrated in Fig. 3a . For example, where a text document is given independently to two human labellers, who each independently identify if the document is relevant to their expert domain. In an alternative generative view, the two specialists could write pieces of text which are placed independently into document X. In this case, we can write
and it is obvious that BR is sufficient, where h j (x) := argmax y 1 p(y j |x).
In another feasible scenario, a text document is labelled by the first labeller (an expert in a particular domain), and afterwards by the second expert -potentially biassing the decision to label relevance or not with this second label. This is illustrated in Fig. 3b . If we do not impose any restriction (e.g., linearity) on any h j (x), it is straightforward to make
is some latent variable, thus leading to a representation like that of Fig. 3c . Since Y 1 ≡ Z, if we recover latent variable Z, we can recover Y 2 to the same degree of accuracy. In the analogy, the second labeller must learn also the first labeller's knowledge. This makes the first labeller redundant. Indeed, if we drop Y 1 , we immediately return to structure of Fig. 3b .
The most complicated (i.e., most connected) scenario is that of Fig. 3d , where interaction between the two experts and the observation X and an unobserved variable Z (for example, two experts label a document X, but both are biased by each other and -possibly to alternate degrees -by an external source of information Z).
With reference to Fig. 3e , we can derive a model by adding in extra 'copies' of the label features as z y = [z 1 , z 2 ] ≡ [y 1 , y 2 ], combining it with z, and then marginalizing these as latent variables, as follows:
A possible representation is illustrated in Fig. 4 as a neural network, which is in fact a generic version of all models illustrated in Fig. 3 . Note that there are no connections among label nodes. The top layer is essentially a BR model, with independence among outputs. Such a model can then be equivalent to having the ground truth label dependence and constructing an optimally connected (e.g., in the label layer) model. This is not to say that all recent multi-label research (at least that having attempted to improve on BR) has contributed nothing, since we are only claiming here the existence and desirability of such a model, not that is possible, or even easy to learn. Hornik et al. (1989) builds on the Kolmogorov theorem (Sprecher, 1965) , leading to the idea of universal approximation: that with a finite number of neurons (i.e., functions), even with a linear output layer, a network can approximate any continuous function. In the multi-label case, it means that given a large enough (but finite) feature representation, the concept of each label can be learned, and thus with a finite number of labels, a linear BR layer can suffice for optimal classification performance. One or two layers should be enough, depending on the type of function creating the inner layer(s). With radial basis functions, a single layer is sufficient (we return to this in Section 5). Again, though, this does not deal with the learn-ability of such a model.
Energy models such as Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs), widely studied and popular in deep learning (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006) , are one approach to search for such a model in probability space, where p(x, y, z) ∝ f (x, y, z), and thus we can model the layers with
where U, W are weight matrices, and b, c, d are biases.
To summarize, if we find dependence between two labels Y 1 and Y 2 , it can be seen as a result of marginalizing out hidden variables Z that generated them. The process can also be seen in reverse: we can add hidden variables to remove the dependence between labels, such that Y 2 ⊥ ⊥ Y 1 |Z, and also, Y 2 ⊥ ⊥ X|Z
The overlap between energy models and multi-label classification is the basis of inspiration for our novel methods; given in the following.
Multi-Label Learners as Deep Learners
Although there exists an optimal representation where multiple labels are predicted independently of each other, this does not imply having a method to learn it. For this, we turn to the rapidly growing field of deep learning for inspiration. This area faces the same challenge: how to learn powerful higher-level feature representations of the data. It approaches this task by using multiple hidden layers, rather than a single hidden layer (as we exemplified in Fig. 4 ). Typically each layer is initially trained in an unsupervised fashion, and higher layers represent higher-level abstractions from the input. State of the art methods for training these models involve contrastive divergence (Hinton, 2002) . Recent adaptive gradient (Duchi et al., 2011) and dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) methods have become popular. Any off-the-shelf method can be used to predict the class label(s) from the top-level hidden layer, or back propagation can be used to fine-tuned all weights for discriminative prediction (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006) . Deep learning focuses heavily on the unsupervised aspect of learning to discover highlevel feature representations. However, as discussed above, in multi-label classification we already have a number of such feature representations available: the labels themselves. Existing methods, such as classifier chains, can in fact already be viewed as 'deep learners', as hinted at in Fig. 5 : under CC, y 3 can be seen as a composition of layers of features cascaded together. In the random k-label subset method (RAkEL) of Tsoumakas et al. (2011) , meta labels can be viewed as inner-layer features (for which a deterministic composition to the label space is used in the form of ensemble voting). Deep learning researchers probably disagree that methods like CC or LP can be considered deep learners, as the features, although ordered in a hierarchical way, are not learned, but given as part of the dataset (as supervised labels); and furthermore RAkEL only has one middle layer. However, in any case, it is a particular advantage to multi-label data that multiple labels are available and can be treated as additional higher-level features. Indeed, many existing multi-label methods are implicitly gaining predictive performance by stacking layers of labels in a related way to deep learners stack feature attribute representations. In the next section we present novel methods for multi-label classification that explicitly exploit this ambiguity between feature and label.
x 
Novel Methods Using Labels as Hidden Nodes
In this section we develop approaches that stem from the conceptual overlap between labels and high-level features.
Classifier Chains Augmented with Synthetic Labels (CCASL)
A common 'hassle' of classifier chains methods is searching for and evaluating a good order for the labels. This was discussed earlier and illustrated in Fig. 2 with the toy example considering logical operations as labels. If a 'difficult' label is at the beginning a given base learner may fail to learn it and, even worse, propagate this error to the other learners. This problem cannot easily be identified or solved by dependency analysis. Some methods consider aligning the chain based on label difficulty (e.g., Senge et al. (2013) ). But this requires training and evaluating classifiers to decide which is easiest, and furthermore, the difficulty wrt the chain is conditional: it depends on other labels. Other methods search the space of chain orderings (Kumar et al., 2012; but all efforts come with a computational price that increases prohibitively with the number of labels. Guo and Gu (2011) and others create an undirected network, rather than a directed chain, but this relies on relatively costly Gibbs sampling at inference time.
Since CC learns as a kind of deep method, and higher-level labels are best learned at the end of the chain, we present a method that simply adds synthetic labels to the beginning of the chain, and builds up a non-linear representation, which can be leveraged by other classifiers further down the chain. We call this Classifier Chains Augmented with Synthetic Labels (CCASL). Namely, we create H artificial labels. We choose to base this construction on Rectified Linear Units (ReLUs) due to their recent success in deep networks. To create synthetic label z k ,
using a k = w k x k as the activation function; where w k = w k,1:D+k−1 and input x k = [x 1 , . . . , x D , z 1 , . . . , z k−1 ]; where W is a H × (D + H − 1) matrix W such that w jk ∼ N (·|0, 0.2). Fig. 6 shows the terrain of this function. Fig. 7 shows the resulting network view. Figure 7 : Classifier Chains Augmented with Synthetic Labels (CCASL). Random labels z are appended to the chain prior to the real labels. The method learns as per ordinary classifier chains: a number of binary classifiers, each responsible for one of the nodes z 1 , . . . , y L . The graph shows the input to each classifier.
Thus note that we build up synthetic labels in a classifier chain: each one has a slightly more complex space (expanded by one dimension) than the last. A further possible modification is to use a dropout-inspired technique where w k = w k * m k where m k ∼ Bernoulli() is a dropout mask, dropping out (masking) completely some input units to each label. Note that we assume standardized X space.
We then incorporate these labels into y = [z 1 , . . . , z H , y 1 , . . . , y L ]: a new augmented label vector such that the chain follows on from the synthetic labels to the true labels. It is not an arbitrary choice that the synthetic labels go at the beginning: we want to leverage these labels as a higher space projection to improve prediction of the real labels. We train classifier chains model, such that we obtain predictionŝ
of which we extractŷ = [ŷ H+1 , . . . ,ŷ H+L ] = [ŷ 1 , . . . ,ŷ L ] as the 'official' classification. As results show, this method is able to learn the toy Logical much more often than CC, and does so regardless of the order chosen for the original labels y or , y and , y xor .
Essentially CCASL creates a deep unsupervised projection of the input space. Scalability is easily tunable by reducing the number of connections: each node in the chain can project to only a random subset of nodes further down the chain. It has already been shown that 'partially-linked' CC usually leads to little to no performance degradation with respect to CC (Zaragoza et al., 2011) . Figure 8 : CCASL+BR: CCASL as a middle layer. Outputs are stacked again into a second meta BR-classifier (i.e., similarly to MBR). By modelling dependence in the middle layer, independence can be assumed in the output layer.
Adding a Meta Layer: CCASL+BR
Results show that CCASL performs well. However, earlier we discussed desirability to assume independence among top layer labels, and instead 'hide' the dependency model in inner, hidden layers. In a related fashion to MBR, we can simply stack a BR model on top of CCASL, to get CCASL+BR. The network now looks like that of Fig. 8 .
This method combines the advantages of many important methods in the multi-label literature: namely BR (outputs are predicted independently of each other 4 ), MBR (predictions are stacked again as a form of regularization), and CC (a chain is used to leverage interdependency of labels). It can be seen as a single network where only a number of Z units must be parameterised, with respect to computational limitations. All nodes are trained in a supervised fashion, no back propagation is necessary.
Classification with an Augmented Middle Layer (CAML)
In the multi-label literature there are numerous comparisons of CC and LP family methods. From a probabilistic perspective, LP can be viewed as modeling the joint probability directly, In reality, for reasons of scalability, both methods use approximations. CC is typically employed with a greedy approximation (each y j is propagated greedily down the chain, i.e., with L binary decisions, each y 1 is classified once) or sampling (a limited number of iterations of this). RAkEL is a good example of a method that makes LP tractable, namely by creating an ensemble of smaller label sets, training LP on each subset, and later combine the votes. For example, ifŷ 1,3,6 ∈ {[1, 0, 1], [0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1]} representing the LP problem for one such set (where 1, 3, 6 ⊂ {1, . . . , L}) If [1, 0, 1] then the ensemble gets one vote each for the 1-st and 6-th labels.
If the RAkEL methodology is cast to a network of binary nodes, we can imagine a number of feature functions created from the label space for each subset. For example,
where appropriate weights w kj can emulate a contribution to the ensemble vote from this node to the relevant output label nodes (y 1 , y 6 ) -all other output nodes would receive 0 weight from this node. In this example, w k = [ 1 H , 0, 1 H , 0, 0, 1 H ], supposing H such functions, k = 1, . . . , H. In other words, classification is made into a different space. already mentioned the effect of LP projecting into a higher space. Here we have taken this view wrt a neural network.
We expand on and generalize this view with functions to basis functions from the label space as, φ k (y; S k , c k ) = 1 int(y S k )=c k for random S k ⊆ {1, . . . , L}, and c ∈ {0, . . . , 2 |S k | }; and where int(y S k ) returns an integer representation of the bits of y indexed by indices S k , e.g., int([1, 0, 1, 1] 2,4 ) = int([0, 1]) = 1.
The resulting network is exemplified in Fig. 9 . We then use these nodes to replace the inner chain, just as LP and CC can be seen as different representations of the same distribution. Thus we do not use an internal chain like CCASL. However, we do cascade the synthetic labels (i.e., input basis functions) as additional input to these nodes: this could be. In fact, it could be drawn alternatively but equivalently as as a four-layer skip-layer network.
This methods allows the particular advantages mentioned of BR (training and testing in parallel, flexibility, adaptability to data-streams). Note in Fig. 9 that each binary output y j has its own set of weights, that can be trained in parallel on different machines. Units can be added and removed as with any network. If a label is removed, some of the φ k feature functions may not be as relevant, but these can also be removed and replaced over time, for example in a data stream environment.
The structure itself of Fig. 9 can remind us of a neural network formulations. We review several related approaches in the following section.
Related Work
This section deals with related literature, not already covered in the Introduction (Section 1).
Adding non-linearity to an otherwise linear method via basis expansions is a fundamental technique in statistical learning (Hastie et al., 2001) . Under this methodology, basis functions can be either chosen suitably by a domain expert, or simply chosen arbitrarily to achieve a more dimensioned representation of the input, and higher predictive performance. In this latter case, polynomials are a common choice, such that φ = x, x 2 , . . . , x p up to some degree p. Under this approach learning can proceed ordinarily by treating φ as if it were the input.
RBMs are a probabilistic method for finding higher-level feature representations z = φ(W x), where W is learned with gradient-based methods and φ is some non-linearity (typically a sigmoid function: φ(a) = 1 1+e −a , but more recently ReLUs have been particularly popular). The RBM can then cast any input instance stochastically into a differentdimensioned space, as z. They are often stacked together into deep neural networks (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006) .
Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks, (reviewed in (Zhang, 2009 )) build on the idea of using basis functions for non linearity, in a neural network framework, with a linear sum to the output layer variables. Unlike simple polynomial transformation, the parameters for the basis function (a Gaussian is typical) are usually learned with a gradient-based method. Thus, similarly to other neural network approaches, learning is formulated as a minimization of the mean-squared-error function. Both RBM and RBF based networks can be universal approximators of any function.
The multi-layer multi-label neural-network 'BPMLL' proposed earlier by Zhang and Zhou (2006) became well known in the multi-label literature, although its out-of-the-box performance was consistently shown to under-compete with the state-of-the-art. Later, a multi-label RBF network was proposed by Zhang (2009) . However, this network was not picked up widely in the literature, possibly due to the fiddly 'hit-and-miss' nature of the gradient-based learning (wrt the selection of learning rates, hidden units and so on).
Recently Nam et al. (2014) readdressed the application of neural networks for multi-label classification, in particular for the task of large scale text classification. They implemented a number of recently proposed techniques, namely ReLUs, AdaGrad, and dropout. For their selection of text datasets, these networks were shown to be highly competitive compared to the earlier neural network varieties.
Even with the latest techniques, the disadvantage often associated with multi-layer neural networks is that of back propagation typically used for learning, which involves many iterations of propagating the input up through the network to the outputs and then the error back down, so as to adjust weights for learning (i.e., adjusting weights). Even in greedily-stacked deep networks of RBMs, back propagation is used to tune the weights for discriminative prediction. An early alternative to back propagation in neural networks was proposed by W. Thomas Miller III et al. (1990) , to use the idea of random functions to project the input layer into a new space in the hidden layer, rather than learn this hidden layer with error propagation. More recently, this idea has appeared in the so-called extreme learning machines (ELMs, Huang et al. (2011) ), which also project into a new space / hidden layer, as neural networks, but with an important difference (to ordinary neural networks): the weights W and function parameters are chosen randomly. Again, this is built on the premise of eliminating the need for gradient-based methods in the hidden layer to obtain huge speed ups in learning. RBFs are a typical choice in ELMs, making them closely related to (or in fact, an instance of) RBF networks. ELMs are the most closely related to the methods we propose. However, unlike the methods we propose, ELMs do not work down from the label layer (another difference is that we choose ReLUs over RBFs). In our approach we create random functions from both the input and the output label features.
Experiments
All methods were implemented with a combination of the Java framework Meka and in the Python library sklearn. Datasets are listed in Tab. 2.
We use standard multi-label evaluation metrics,
which are used in many multi-label empirical comparisons. Hamming Score rewards methods for predicting individual labels well, whereas Exact Match rewards a higher proportion of instances with all label relevances correct. An 'intermediate' measure the Jaccard Index (often called multi-label accuracy) (Madjarov et al., 2012; Read et al., 2011; Godbole and Sarawagi, 2004) . We carry out ten iterations for each dataset, each time with a random instance order and label order, and a standardized instance space. A 60/40 train/test split is made on the randomized instances. Tab. 3 shows the results of predictive performance over standard datasets. Fig. 10 shows the effect of different numbers of synthetic and hidden labels for performance on the Scene dataset.
We compare the methods described throughout the paper. From the LP family we use RAkELd: it makes LP scalable by training it only on disjoint subsets of 2-3 labels then combining votes. For all methods we propose, and in addition ELMs, we consider H = 2L ReLU units (L is given for each dataset in Tab. 2. We use Logistic regression is used as the base learner in all cases.
Overall results highlight the performance of two of our proposed methods: CCASL+BR and CAML, particularly the latter, where it is the top performer on most datasets. Fig. 10 explains the relatively poor performance of ELM in the tables: it needs a relatively huge random hidden layer to be effective. Conversely, CAML outperforms CC already with only small H. Recall that we set H = 2L in experiments for Tab. 3. The plot indicates that using more feature function units would increase performance even more, albeit naturally at a computational cost. In any case we see that the performance gap is very consistent between these two.
In Tab. 3 there are only a few cases where CC performs strongly: Music and Yeast and Reuters. It could be that ReLUs are inappropriate basis functions for the input data of these datasets. For Reuters another reason is possible: the advantage of synthetic labels diminishes with larger labelsets and datasets, since more labels means a smaller proportion of labels are in the first few positions of the chain, and correspondingly a greater proportion of labels have a higher feature space projection to learn from. Larger numbers of instances means that each label can be learned more thoroughly, and the advantages of additional synthetic labels at the beginning of the chain, or meta labels, are less pronounced. Running time for these experiments is given in Tab. 4. Is in incorporates additional hidden units / synthetic labels, our proposed methods are several times more expensive to run on these datasets. Under our parameterization, CAML will always have more inputs on average, namely:
If H = L, then scalability is similar on average, but note that the maximum is different. A model within CAML has at most max(H, D) inputs, whereas the final model in CC has D + L − 1. For increasing L, base learners sensitive to the number of attributes will slow down overall performance more so than under CAML. With larger datasets, scalability will become an increasing concern, and a proportion of links must be dropped.
The largest gap between CAML and CC is under Medical, where the former performance roughly 10 times more expensive than the latter. If then extra time was used for trialling chain orders with internal train/test split for CC, it would allow for trialling only around 10 of the factorial (wrt L = 45) possible chain orders for this dataset -probably not enough to make up the gap in predictive performance.
On the Logical dataset, CC learns the xor label only when it occurs in the second or third position (about two thirds of the time). This means it obtains approximately a score of 1 two thirds of the time, and a score of 0.5 the rest of the time. Indeed, 1 · 2 3 + 0.5 · 2 3 ≈ 0.833: almost exactly what was attained in practice (0.812). The small difference can be explained by an occasional unfortunate distribution of training examples, which can lead to a poor model even with a good label order. All other methods improve on this, including ELM, even though each of these other models use the same linear base learner, and all labels are conditionally independent (in the true underlying concept). CCASL did not improve over CC as frequently as expected on this dataset (and in general). This perhaps reinforces the idea that there is more at stake than simply ensuring that complicated labels are not at the beginning of the chain. Possibly the fully-cascaded chain is in fact overfitting.
Note that many methods are typically presented in ensemble. In fact, ensembles of classifier chains (ECC) and ensembles of label-powerset such as RAkEL 5 are among the most common. We avoid an empirical evaluation involving ensembles, since we are more interested in improving the underlying mechanism, rather than compensating for the lack of that mechanism with an ensemble (a reason typically given, explicitly or implicitly, for electing to use an ensemble). Therefore, instead, we took ten randomizations of the datasets to similar effect in terms of evaluation.
Summary and Conclusions
Many methods for multi-label classification model dependence explicitly among the label outputs. These methods have performed well in the literature in empirical evaluations, but understanding of their mechanism has lagged behind these results. We contribute to the analysis in this area and looked into this mechanism in greater depth. We explained how modelling dependence among outputs actually only helps when an inadequate base learner is chosen; labels function as advanced feature-transformations, to help the prediction of other labels.
By modelling dependence at inner layers of a network, methods for multi-label classification may assume independence at the outer layer, and we showed how even a simple linear base learner can obtain competitive results in this manner. Furthermore, creating conditional independence of the label space has important practical benefits such as parallel deployments and flexibility wrt data streams.
As a consequence of our exploration of this area, we produced a series of novel methods. Namely, we exploit the fact that in multi-label data, when learning one label, the other labels can be appreciated as nonlinear feature-space projections. This is unlike traditional single-label classification where a single target is predicted for each instance. We leveraged this ambiguity, and experimented with methods that create synthetic labels from a cascade of feature transformations and also derive feature functions in a different space from the labels themselves.
Although we found inspiration in deep-learning and neural-network methods, by leveraging the label space as (an advantage particular to multi-label data), we were able to create multi-layer networks which do not need gradient-based back propagation to train inner units: multiple hierarchical layers are created instantly from combinations of input and output.
On ordinary datasets our automatically created inner layers layers appear to be sufficient. The methods we presented performed related algorithms. For more complex concepts, more layers may help. In future work, we intend to expand our methodology by integrating this work with advanced gradient descent algorithms.
